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ABSTRACT
A method is presented of estimating size of fish populations from data on catch,

fishing effort, and age composition. It employs the regression of observed (or
apparent) instantaneous total-mortality rate on the number of effective effort units.
This regression is linear under certain conditions of natural mortality and of dis
tribution of fishing effort with reference to distribution of the fish.

Variation in observed total-mortality rate for a given amount of fishing effort
must be due to variation in the rate of natural mortality, in the level of availability,
or in both. Therefore, lacking information about rate of natural mortality and level
of availabllity, estimates of population size can be made only under given conditions
of these two factors.

Application of the method to the Pacific sardine, or pilchard (data from California
landings), yields estimates of population size for each year from 1932 through 1937
and 1941 through 1950. Under the hypothesis of constant level of availability, the
average population during these years was estimated to be 23 billion fish. Under the
hypothesis of constant rate of natural mortality, the average minimum population
was estimated to be 6 to 11 billion fish. The average annual catch for these years
was 2.7 billion fish.

It is unlikely that either the rate of natural mortality or the level of availability
Is constant in nature. At least some of the observed variations must be attributed
to availability changes.
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METHOD OF ESTIMATING FISH POPULATIONS
WITH APPLICATION TO PACIFIC SARDINE

By T. M. WIDRIG, Statistician

THEORY OF THE MEmOD

INTRODUCTION

One of the most pressing and perplexing prob
lems of fishery biology is that of securing reliable
estimates of population sizes. Apart from com
plete counts of fish, which are impractical for
marine species, the tag-and-recapture method of
estimating the fraction of the population that is
caught in a period of time by a fishery is one that
has been commonly practiced on hnge populations
(see Ricker 1948 and Schaefer 1951, for example).
This method is both difficult and expensive, as is
the one based on annual egg censuses and infor
mation on fecundity.

DeLury (1947) has suggested a method 'of
estimating population size using catch and effort
data. An assumption necessary to his method is
that there be no natural mortality. 'When catch
data are measured over long periods, as annually,
natural mortality conceivably could be large with
respect to fishing mortality.

The method of estimating population size
described in this paper is an elaboration of the
method developed by; Silliman (1943). It re
quires data on the age composition of the catch
and on fishing effort. The necessary assumptions
are more easily satisfied than those required by
DeLury (1947).

Since methods of estimating population sizes
are difficult and since the estimates are subject to
error (the magnitude of which it is often impossible
to assess), it is desirable that, whenever possible
two independent methods be used. '

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE METHOD.

In attempting to estimate the size of a popula
tion, the fishery worker generally knows, first of
all, the size of the catch from that population.
The problem might then be stated: What is the
ratio between this catch which I obsert'e a.nd the
total stock from 'which it came? I wish to compute
the ratio between the catch and the size of the

population from which it came by subtracting the
natural mortality rate from the total mortality
rate to get the fishing mortality rate..The latter,
of course, is the ratio of the catch to t.he initial
stock.

The rate of total mortality can be computed
from estimates of the ratio of the stock size in one
year to the size of that stock in -the following year.
For this purpose, information on the age composi
tion, of the total catch per unit-of-effort is usually
sufficient.

Having computed the total-mortality rate from
the catch data, all that remains is to find the
natural-mortality rate, so that it can be subtracted
'from the' total-mortality rn.te to· give the rate' of
fishing mortality.

Under certain conditions,' the rate of natur~l
mortality can be derived from t~o se~ies of data

l. The number of fishing effort units expended
to obtain the given catch.

2. The total annual-mortality rate that the
total stock experienced while yielding the given
catch. .

,Briefly, the method of estimating the natural
mortality rate is as follows:

In a fishery that has experienced a wide range
of fishing effort between years, and therefore in
fishing mortality between years, the total-mortal
ity rate will vary as well. But if natural mortal
ity is constant, a given percentage change in fishing
effort should produce a smaller percentage change
in' total-mortality rate. If natural mortality is
large, one expects fishing effort' to affect total
mortality less than if natural mortality is small.

By examining the p.ast sequence of total
mortality rate and the corresponding fishing effort,
one should be able to compute a constant rate of
natural mortality necessary to give the observed
relation between total mortality and fishing effort.

To examine the relation between fishing effort
and the attendant total mortality, I consider a
regression of the total-mortality coefficient on the

141
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p=Qj

Ii log (1-ml)
/2= log (1- m2)"(8)

(6)

i=Qj+q

(7)

where m=1-e-P and n=1-e-1 and where

where Q is the constant factor of proportionality,
and] is number of fishing effort units.

Now only a constant, Q, remains to be estimated,
to estimate population size. Recall the relation
between Qand the various mortality rates:

or

If q is constant, and one has measures of i and], Q
will be the slope coefficient in a linear regression of
several such relationships, say; one from each
season for which data on age-composition and
effort are available.

Silliman (1943) solved two similar equations:

the ratio of a to i is fairly easy to compute from
age-catch data. The problem remains to compute
p, in order to find 'It, and hence the population
size, given the catch.

Under certain conditions (see appendi't, p. 164),
.fishing effort may be considered as directly pro
portional to p, say

dO
(jj=pNr(1)

where ~~ is the rate of catch on time and N, is

population size during time dt. If natural mor
tality behaves in a similar fashion, that is, q, in

dn
(2) (jj=qN,

where ~~ is the rate of natural death on time and q

is its coefficient, then the instantaneous rate of
total death, say, i, can be expressed as

Further, under certain assumptions concerning the
time and space distribution of p and q, the annual
total death rate, expressed as a fraction of the
initial popula.tion for a unit time period, may be
written as a in

(4)

(3)

number of fishing effort units. I show that this
relation should be linear, if my assumptions are
granted. When fishing effort is extrapolated to
zero, the total-mortality rate will be equal to the
rate of natural mortality.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD

If fishing acts so that the catch of a standard
unit of gear in a moment of time is proportional
to the population size at that moment, then the
rate of fishing mortality referred to above will be p
,(see Notation, p. 163) in

or
a=1-e-c

It can be shown that equations 7 and 8 are
equivalent to

Since a, the seasonal rate of total mortality,
often can be estimated from age-composition data,
and since i is related to a as '

since, of course, the total rate of death is the sum of
the two rates, when expressed as instantaneous
rates. (See Baranov 1918 and Ricker 1940 and
1944, for detailed derivations.) Now u, or the
rate of exploitation, can, under certain conditions.
be written simply in the above notation as

Silliman used sardine' total-mortality and effort
data that he took to represent an average for two
periods of years, 1925-33 and 1937-42. His
method is equivalent to' 'fitting a regression line
to all his yearly tlata by the method of semi
averages. The method described in this paper
is one of fitting a regression line to all the yearly
data by the mE;lthod of continuous averages, o:r
least squares. '

(5)
a

u=P-;r

(9) k-:Q}l+q

i2=Qj2+q
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A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

Suppose that data on the total-annual-mort.ality
rate, a, and effective fishing effort, I, are available
for some fishery over a period of several years, as
follows (see fig. 1):

TARLE I.-Hypotheticallllortality and effort data

__I_II / i a f

Boat- Boat-
day, dllY'

Year L ___ 0.50 101 0.69 Year 4. ___ 0.71 208 1.24
Year 2____ .63 153 .99 Year 5. ___ .76 246 1.43
Year 3____ .62 161 .97 Year 6____ .78 249 1.51

The regression (slope) coefficient is Q=0.005318,
and the i intercept is i=0.147. Thus, with no
fishing effort, the data lead one to infer that the
total-mortality rate would be i=0.147, or 13.7
percent annually. This would be the average
natural-mortality rate of the population. And for
every 100 boat-days of effort during a season, one
would infer that the total-mortality rate would be

2.00

increased over the natural rate, 0.147·, by 0.5318
units. Thus, if there ,vere 100 boat-days in some
particular season, one would infer that the fishing
mortality coefficient that those boats generated
was p=0.5318, and that t.he total-mortality
coefficient during that season was p+q=0.5318+
0.147=0.6788. This i corresponds to an a of
49.3 percent per year. Of this 49.3 percent, one
would infer that the fraction pli was that part .of
the initial population that was caught during the
season, or 0.5318/0.6788=0.7834. So, the frac-·
tion caught, or rate of e:lt..-ploitation, is 0.7834 times
49.3 percent, or 38.6 percent, with the remainder
of total mortality representing the fraction that
died naturally, or 10.7 percent... The initial popu
lation for that year, of fish that were fully recruited
and therefore sustaining these various rates of
mortality, would be estimated by dividing the
catch for that year by the rate of exploitation,
smce,

(10)

l&I 1.50
t-
<
0::

>
t:
..J 1.00
~
0::
0
2

..J

i:! .50
0
to-

o
o 50 100 150 200 250

FISHING EFFORT
FIGURE I.-Instantaneous total-mortality rate and fishing effort in an example. Data from table 1 in text.
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That is, N, the initial population, would be esti
mated at 1/.386, or 2.6 times the catch in that
season.

SATISFYING THE ASSUMPTIONS

The assumption that fishing effort is uniformly
distributed in space is seldom fulfilled by a com
mercial fishery. Where fish are more dense,
fishermen generally make better catches, with the
result that fishing effort usually follows the fish
population density. Also, the relative distances
of different areas of the fishing grounds from a port
of landing very often contribute to a nonuniform
distribution of fishing effort.

If one has" measures of catch per unit-of-effort
from several of the component areas of the fishery,
any differences in effort among these several sub
areas may be easily adjusted to yield an effort and

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE METHOD

The method, just described, of estimating popu
lation size from age-composition data and effort
data involves four assumptions, as follows:

1. Fishing effort: Must be equally distributed
over the area of the fishery and during the unit
time period considered.

2. Natural mortality: Must be either constant
or uncorrelated with fishing effort.

3. Fishing efficiency: Effort is directly propor
tional to p, i. e., Q is constant.

4. "Area of the "fishery: Encompasses range of
the fish.

To summarize, the regression analysis gives the
means of computing, for each year, the instantane
ous rate of fishing. If one then takes the seasonal
total-mortality rate for that year, and its corres
ponding instantaneous total-mortality rate, the
percentage that the instantaneous fishing rate is of
the instantaneous total-mortality rate will be the
fraction of the total seasonal-mortality rate that is
due to fishing. TIns percentage, by definition, is
the ratio between the catch during that season and
the total stock on hand at the start of the season.
If the catch is known, "one may estimate the initial
stock by dividing the catch by that percentage.

Methods of treating the catch data to satisfy the
assumptions listed above will be given in the next
section.

(13)
o

/=(O/f)

where (0/}) is the average observed catch per unit
of-effort, and f is the effective total effort, i. e.,
the effective number of effort units. Note that
(O/f)« is a single observed quantity (from a single
unit-of-effort), while 0 If would be the ratio oftwo
different quantities. Since the WIf) measure is
an average, it need not necessarily be observed
from an entire fleet. Indeed, only one unit-of
effort need be observed to obtain an estimate of
the average catch per unit-of-effort that the total
fishing effort experiences during a season. Of
course, such an estimate would be more accurate
if it were taken as the average of as many units-of
effort as possible. Further, each such unit-of
effort should be equivalent in efficiency.

We can now easily define the effective fishing
effort over any number (N) of areas at once:

N

~O«
(14) }, ---..,:i_=.::....l__

-£ (0//)«
i=l

(12)

where t refers to the total area, there are N sub
areas of equal size, and (O/j)« refers to average
catch per unit-of-effort in the i th area. Under the
definition of fishing effort given above, generally
let

catch per unit-of-effort measure that will not
violate the above assumption. A method for
doing this has been developed by Beverton and
Holt (in press), ana is as follows:

Let fishing effort be defined as the ratio between
the total catch from an area and the average catch
per standard unit-of-effort in that area, for a
given interval of time. If one is concerned with
the effort measure over several areas, he need
only divide the tot.al catch of the several areas by
the sum of the average catch per unit-of-effort
from the several areas. Since catch per lmit-of
effort is really a measure of the relative average
population densit.y over a given period of time in
a given area, a relative average population size
index, (GIf)" in several given areas over a given
peIiod of time would simply be the sum of the
average population density in each of the com
ponent areas, weighted to the respective area
sizes. That is

oN=-
'U

and therefore

(11)
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Substituting these in (14), we have

N

:E (O/f)J,
;=1

N
:El,

1 _;=1
I-~

N
:E 0,

1 ;=1
I N

:E (O/f),
;=1

=1'

!.f (Olf) ,
, (lJ1J)
N

1'!. (Olf),
(lJ1J)
N

N(lJ1J)

=1' COfP

1,

Then

A practical definition of the necessary s'ubareas,
then, is that they be those within which fishing
effort is more nearly uniform. Fishing effort
between the subareas need not be uniform. In
many coastal fisheries, the within-season change
in the number of boats fishing from an individual
port is not nearly as great as the difference, during
the season, between the fleet sizes at the several
ports of landing. Where the fishing grounds are
near these ports of landing, it would be convenient
to define subareas as those that are fished by
the fleet operating out of each port of landing.

If the density measure (catch per unit-of-effort)
is to be taken as a population measure, then each
subarea must be equal in size. Otherwise, the
density measures must be weighted by the size of
their respective areas, to yield a population esti
mate. Since the range of operation of units of
fishing effort is usually not very variable, the units
of gear generally will fish areas of similar size.
A careful selection of a,unit of effort can sometimes
be made such that each unit can be assigned
specifically to a certain area.

No treatment of catch data can satisfy the
assumption regarding natural mortality. In appli
cation, one should consider the effect of various
reasonable natural-mortality rates.

The' necessity for the assumption on the COll

stancy of the efficiency of a unit of gear can be
relieved by a careful measurement of fishing effort,
with the objective of the assumption in mind.
See the appendi.""{, p. 165 for a detailed definition of
this constant. .

The fourth assumption is one that can only be
directly satisfied by fishing outside the norma.l

N

N
:E (O/f),
;=1

0,= (O/f)d,

(O/f)

(17)

(16)

(15)

(O/f)N

_t;[~Jl'
- N

Th . (0/f),. h . 1 f OferatlO (O/f) IS t e welg1t actor. course,

if the population density in each subarea is equal,
this weight factor is unity, and in that case,

and recall that

where f, is again the effective fishing effort for N
areas. This effort measure, f" will be one which,
if applied uniformly to each area of the fishery,
would yield the observed total catch and observed
sum of average catch per unit-of-effort.

In other words, this effective effort is a weighted
average of the effort in the several subareas, the
weights being proportional to the observed average
catch per unit-of-effort measure in each subarea
as follows: .

Let the average catch per unit-of-effort in N
areas be

That is, the total effective effort in that case is
simply the aritJImetic mean of the effort in each
subarea.

Of course, if the effort in each subarea is equal,
then the total effective effort is the same as this
constant effort, regardless of differences in popu
lation density among the subareas. Let f,=f', a
constant.
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and the survival fraction 8, as

where N is the initial population, and i is a
constant rate of instantaneous decrease, then the
average population during time t, from 0 to 1, is

since, if i is constant, the annual or seasonal
total-mortality fraction, a, is related to i as

a=l-e-c

EFFECT OF CHANGING AVAILABILITY ON TOTAL
MORTALITY ESTIMATES

Let a population of fish be those members of a
stock of fish that are potentially capable of being
fished by a fishery. This population would include
fish which in a given season are not within the
range of (available to) the fishery, but which are
potentially available to the fishery by virtue of the
possible movement of the fish into and out of the
range of fishing operations, or by movement of
fishermen into and out of the range of the popula
tion of fish. This population would not be barred
by any land barrier from entering the area of fish
ing and some part of them would be in the area
of fishing, while all would be capable of moving in
and about the fishing area. Let the ratio of the
number of fish in the population that are within
the scope of fishing operations during a season
to the number of fish in the total population be
termed the. availability level, or,availability (Marr
1951 and Sette 1950).

This definition of availability is somewhat
general, but it ruis real intuitive meaning to any
fisherman. Sometimes the fisherman is able, by
his scouting, to fish so that most of the popula
tion is available to him, but this is not often the
case. Most fishing gear is limited to certain
depths, areas, or sea conditions, and the popula
tion is generally not bounded by these same fac
tors. Thus one often finds that some part of a
population is unavailable to a fishery, because of
limitations in the physical capacity of the gear to
fish the entire habitat or range of the population.

The condition of a population being less than
fully available is seldom measured directly. Fish
ermen's records are of little direct help, since they
measure only that portion of the population that is
within their range; however, if the availability
level were to change, the fishermen's catches of a
given year class would immediately change ac
cordingly. The result observed by the fishermen
would be an apparent change in the efficiency of a

estimate of the survival fraction 8. Of course,
the only estimate of 8 one has to begin with is
the ratio of average populations in successive
seasons of a single year class or group of tagged
fish. This first estimate of 8 enables one to ap
proximate the correction term i/a, and the cor
rected population-size estimates yield a second
and more accurate estimate of 8, and so on.

l-e- t a
=(N) -.-=(N) ""7'

~ ~
(19)

If we desire an index of initial population, and
are given an index of average population (the
catch per unit-of-effort index) we may convert
the average population to the initial population
by multiplying the average population by the
ratio i/a.

This has been noted by Ricker (1948) and by
Beverton and Holt (in press). The latter authors
effect the conversion of average- to initial
population-size estimates simultaneously with an
estimate of t.he rate of exploitation for a series of
years, through a process of iteration of a regression
equation. Iteration is necessary, since one must
have a first estimate of i as derived from some,

(18)

fishing area. The problem of assessing the degree
to which this assumption is violated will occupy
a major part of this paper.

COMPUTING AN INITIAL-POPULATION INDEX

The catch per unit-of-effort index one usuolly
has from a fishery is an .estimate of relative aver
age population size during the time period that
the fishing effort has accumulated the observed
catch. This period is usually a year or a fishing
season.

To compute total-mortality rates, it will be
necessary to have an estimate of the initial popu
lation, or the population at the beginning of the
time unit, rather than the average population
being fished, which would occur at some time
between the beginning and the end of the season.

If we describe the population at any time, t, as
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unit of st.andard gear. If the physical efficiency
of the gear had not. changed, an apparent change
in the efficiency could only be due to a change in
availability. That is, the population range or
behavior would have changed relative to the fish
ery. Such a change is not difficult t.o observe in
catch data, but the absolute level of availability
is impossible to compute from catch data alone.
Supplementary observations would be required
to est.imate directly the level of availability of a
population to a fishery. This would involve
fishing outside the area of the fishery.

Since a fishery yields data only on the fished,
or available, population, an estimate of total
survival rate from the fishery would be an esti
mate of the total-survival ;rate of the population
only if the availability ratio in two adjacent
seasons were the same, as follows: .

Let N a be the initial available population. Then
the availability level would be r in

(20)

Let N1 be the initial total population in a given
year, and N 2 the initial total populat.ion in the
succeeding year. Then the total-population sur
vival rate would be 8, in .

So, if 1'1 =1'2, then

N a28=
Na1

That is, if the availability level is constant, t.his
estimate of the total-population survival rate
from the fishery is an unbiased estimate of the
total-population survival rate, even though the
survival rate in the ~vailable populatioll may be
much lower.

302322-54-2

If, on the other hand, r1 r6r2, we have

(21)

where 8* is the survival rate comput.ed from the
fishery data, Na1 and N a2 •

Large changes in the availability ratio can
render est.imates of 8* unreal, if 8* is int.erpreted
as survival rate in the entire population, since
survival rate in the unavailable populat.ion will
nearly always be greater than that in t.he available
population. If all causes of death other than
fishing are the same for all fish in the population,
survival rat.e in the available population will
always be less than that in the unavailable popu
lation, and in the total population. In terms of
the total population, this means that the total
mortality rate of the entire population, as a maxi~

mum, can be no greater t.han that of the unfished
population, plus that resulting from the fished
population being taken entirely each year. The
initial stock on the fishing grounds in a given
year would then be the survivors of the previous
year's unfished population. Of course, the lower
the level of availabilit.y, the lowe..!' is this limit
of tot.al-mort.ality rat.e of the total population.
With availa.bility very low, t.he population ini
tially on the fishing grounds .could be fished
out entirely each year, yet in succeeding years
the ground could continue to supply fish that
annually move onto the fishing grounds from the
unfished areas. In t.his case tlle t.otal-mort.a.lity
rate of the fished population would be very high
indeed, yet for the t.otal populat.ion it could be
low.

Closing certain part.s of t.he fishing grounds to
fishing has the same effect: No matter how hard
the remaining grounds are fished, the total popu
lation can suffer only a limited total mortalit.y,
depending on the level of availability. (How
limited this tot.al mortality will be is influenced,
of course, by the ratio of size of the closed area to
the total area inhabited by the fish.) This pro
cedure is not as efficient, for fisllEirmen, as the
aJteJ,'p.ative procedure of limiting effective fishing
effort so that a desired (for whatever reason) total
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Then

So

8'-8. (l-T)
8/J r

(23)

S/J+S.
N

(22)

ability measure can then be computed from the
series of rl/r2' Of course, this measure of avail
ability is not exact, since 8' will seldom be exactly
equal to 8 for a given year. The direction of the
change will be different, depending upon whether
8 was greater or less than 8' for a given year..

Although the estimated ratios, rdr2, are not
biased, the mean of the resulting availability esti
mates is a maximum. The 8' measures are those
pertaining to the condition of average availability
over the period of the <lata to which the regression
is applied. If the rate of average natural mortal
ity, estimated from the regression, is at all precise
(depending on the extent of variation in avail
ability in the data) one can estimate the survival
rate in the available population under the condi
tion of average availability. The relationships
between the several mortality rates and avail
ability are as follows:

Let

where D is deaths in numbers from all causes,
D/J in the available population, and D. in the un
available population, so that S=S/J+S", where S is
number of survivors from all causes of death, S/J
in the available population, and S. in the un
available population. Then S=N-D. Now

If 8/J were known, one could interpret the slope,
Q/J' of the resulting regression of i/J on I as the
efficiency of fishing, and the product, Q/J times I, as
p/J'

Taking

mortality of the total population occurs. The
effect in this latter instance is to fish a higher
average density of fish (catch per unit-of-effort is
higher) than in the closed-area procedure, even
with the same catch. Limiting the fishing effort
is in most cases made practical only by setting a
bag limit, and to set a bag limit so that a certain
total mortality results, one must have good
knowledge of the absolute size of the initial total
population each year. Such information about
marine fishes is at best extremely rare, but never
theless important, if the bag limit is used to con
trol total-mortality rate and rate of exploitation.

ESTIMATING AVAILABILITY AND TOTAL
MORTALITY

If variation in r is random, an average 8* is an
unbiased estimate of 8, the total-survival rate. If
all mortality but that resulting from fishing is
constant, then from a given fishing effort one can
compute an "expected," or "normal," survival
rate for a population if availability is constant.
If availability changes, the observed 8* will depart
from the true survival rate accordingly.

A regression of i*, computed from 8*, on fishing
effort, 1, will yield a system of 8'S which would be
expected if availability does not change from the
average availability of the years to which the
regression was fitted. Similarly, Q, or the effort
unit efficiency, computed from the regression, will
not be that pertaining to the fished population,
but to the total population at the average level of
availability. Accordingly, the instantaneous rate
of fishing mortality to be expected from a given
number of fishing-effort units wowd be Q times
that number of units, and would obtain only if
those units fishe<l a population whose availability
was the same as the average availability when Q
was computed. The efficiency of fishing, then,
depends on the level of availability. If avail
ability varies, so will the efficiency of a unit of
gear.

It is this variation in the apparent efficiency of
a unit of gear that will enable one to estimate the
ratio of availability in successive seasons. A
rough approximation to availability can be easily
obtained by assuming that 8', the value of 8 esti
mated from the regression, is always equal to 8 for
any year, and then taking the ratio 8'/8* as an
estimate'· of rl/r2 for each pair of years for which
one ha(the necessary data. A maximum avail-
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=q+QJ

so that

(24) i= q-log,[re-04f +(l-r)]

Of course, if r= 1.00, tllis becomes

i=q-log. e-0 4 f

Thus, the locus of total mortality on effort, with
less than full availability, will be cW'ved-the
slope decreasing as effort gets larger. The fitted
straight line, then, is not entirely without bias,
especially for higher effort levels. The true·total
mortality curve will be an exponential with nega
tive e:'{ponent, as in formula 24, and therefore the
higher the effort, the more rapidly the slope
decreases. One can substantially reduce this bias

Now, 84 is seldom known. But there is another,
althoug4 less precise, procedure for estimating
Q4' with only s* and f known.

The general expression for the total-population
toial-instantaneous-mortality rate, in tenus of
natural mortality, fishing effort, and the level of
availability, can be developed as follows:

8=rs4+(1-r)s.

or e-'=r(e-'J+(l-r)e-'

=r(e-04')e-'+ (l-r)e-'

=e-'[r(e-04')+(1-r)]

1 [
8-S.(I-71Jog. _

Q4 rsu

f

by transforming the fitted straight line to a·curve
of the type of equation 24. One might take an
estimate of rand q, to approximate the transfor
mation. The straight line gives a fairly accurate
measure of rand q, and by taking the mean i
and the mean 1 as coordinates of a point that is
common to both the curve and the fitted straight
line, one simply solves equation 24 for Q4' .

The population size would be estimated as
previously outlined, taking Q4 and q to get U4 and
N 4 , and taking the estimates obtained above to
get r and hence N.

This estimate is not necessarily unbiased or
consistent. In an example to follow, where r is
variable, it will turn out to be slightly biased.

SOME HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLES WITH LESS
THAN FULL AVAILABILITY

In the foregoing hypothetical example, I as
sumed that there was full availability-that the
entire range of the .population was sampled by the
commercial fleet.· These samples would render
possible the easy computation of total-population
relative size, and the total-mortality rate of the
population. Further, the fis~ effort was di
rected at least to some degree over the entire
population.

With less than full availability, only part of the
total population is fished and the unavailable
·remainder suffers only natural mortality. With a
migratory-fish population, the nlagnitude of the
fished part can be expected to vary, both with the
habits of the fish and of the fishermen that pursue
them.

Estinlates of total mortality from the fished
population alone are far worse than estimates from
a regression of total mortality on fishing effort.
Even these estimat~s are not exact, but if avail
ability is constant, they are very close. If avail
ability varies, they depart somewhat from the true
total-population total-mortality rate. Estimation
of the ratio of pairs of successive-years' availability
is fairly accurate, but computing the fished-popula
tion size is more difficult. The total-population
size, of course, would follow from knowledge of the
fished-population size and the corresponding
availability level.

u=(~:) a4

N 4 =Q
u

and

Then

as before, since Q.= Q, when r= 1.00, and i4=i.
Also, whenl=O,

i=q-log.[re-O+ (l-r)]

=q-log,[l]=q, as before.

But for1>0, and r<1.00, i is less than i 4. Fur
ther, when 1= IX) , i is not IX) , but is limited.
That is, i has aii asymptote, with respect to 1,
when r<1.00. It is

i=q-log,[re--+ (l-r)]

=q-log.[l-r]
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Estimation of the mortality rates in the fished
population can be accomplished in the manner
outlined in the preceding section, but they are not
entirely unbiased. Further, their reliability is
difficult to ascertain, since one has no assurance
that availability is varying at random.

Some hypothetical examples will illustrate the
magnitude of variation of i* from i, for various
given conditions of availability. The examples
assume fishing effort to be increasing throughout
the period of years considered.
Example 1 (see table 2 and fig. 2):

(a) Availability constant at beginning of eaeh
year=50 percent.

(b) Natural mortality=O.
The regression of ill onf is straight, but i onf is

curved down; i is always less than ill, as expected.
The limit of i is 0.69, or a=50 percent, of course.

TARLE 2.-Computation of mortality rates, for given ,fishing
effort, with constant natural-mortality rate, availability
level, and fishing-effort-unit efficiency

{
Q.-O.Ol

CoDBtants r=50 percent
g=O

l=lIshlng effort
p.=lnstantaneoWlllshlng-mortallty rate- Q./
i.=instantaneO!l8 total-mortality rate=p.+g
••==survival rate, snnual,=,..••
• =survlval rate,annual,ln total populatlon-r••+ ••(l-r). whera: ••-a~

vlval rate, annUIII, In unllshed population-oro .
1=lnstantaneoWl total-mortality rate In total popuilltion= -log.C.)

I P. I. '.----------
Yellr 1..________________

10 0.1 0.1 0.00 0.05 0.05Year 2. _________________
20 .2 .2 .82 .91 .09Year 3__________________ 30 .3 .3 .74 .87 .13YeIIr 4_.________________
40 .4 .4 .67 .84 .17YllIIr 5._________________
50 .5 .5 .61 .80 .22Year 6..________________ 60 .6 .6 .55 .77 .26Yellr 7._________________ 70 .7 .7 .50 .75 .28Year 8__________________ 80 .8 .8 .45 .72 .32Yellr 11._________________
90 .9 .9 .41 .70 .35Year 10.________________ 100 1.0 1.0 .37 .68 .38

CD CD CD 0 .50 .69

10080604020oo

'4 ---- /'
1.00 /.

l. /
/

.15 /
LtJ /~
II: /
>- /!::

.50 ./..J
;:! /II:
0
2

...
.25;!

~

FISHING EFFORT
FIGURE 2.-InstantaneoU8 total-mortality rate and effort, from example I in text.
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Example 2 (see table 3 and fig. 3):

..(80) Availability constant at beginning. of each
year=50 percent., .

(b) Natural mortality: q=0.2, or a=18 percent
in unfished population.

.Again, ia on f is straight, while i on f is curved
down. Both regressions originate at i=0.2, and
i is always less than ia• The limit of i is 0.89, as
expected (=0.69+0.2), or a=59 percen~.

TARLE 3.-Computation of mOrtality rates, for given fishing
,effort, with constant natural-mortality rate, availability
level, and fishing-effort-unit efficiency

{
Q••O.Ol

Constants r=50 perl.'llIlt
g=0.2

f=lIsbing effort
p.-instantaneous fishing mortality rate=Q.f
i.-Instantaneous total-mortality rate-p.+g
a.c=surviva! rate, annual -e-'.
'='nrvival rate, annualr in total pojlulatlon=".+,.(I-r). wbere: '.

survival rate, annua , In unllsl:ied population-,-.
I-instantaneous total-mortality rate In total population= -log.(.)

f p. f. •• ,
----------

Year L _____ .• ________ .• 10 0.1 0.3 9. 74 0.78 0.25
Year 2._. __ ._._ . ________ 20 .2 .4 .67 .74 .30Year 3__. _____ . _________ 30 .3 .5 .61 .71 .34Year 4. _________________ 40 .4 .6 .55 .68 .38Year 5____________ •_____ 50 .5 .7 .50 .66 .41Year 6.. _____ •__________ 60 .6 .8 .45 .63 .46Year 7.. _______ .________ 70 .7 .9 .41 .61 .49Year 8... __________ •____ 80 .8 1.0 .37 .59 .53Year 9_. _______ •_____ • __ 90 .9 1.1 .33 .57 .56Year 10.._______________ 100 1.0 1.2 .30 .56 .58... ... ... 0 .41 .89

•
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FISHING EFFORT
FIGURE 3.-Instantaneous total-mortality rate and effort, from example 2 in text.
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Example 4 (see table 5 and fig. 5):

(a) Availability variable. No regular pattern
to the variation in availability. Average avail
ability is 73 percent.

(b) Natural mortality: q=.2, or total mortality
of 18 percent per year in the unfished population.
The limit of total mortality of the total popul~tion·
at average availability is 88 percent per year.
Note the wide variation in i*, while i is much less
variable. Table 5a and figure 5 illustrate this
situation.

In table 5b the availability ratios and a set of
maximwn-availability estimates from 8* are
computed for comparison with the true avail
ability levels. The true average availability is
73 percent, while the estinlated maximum-avail
ability average is 75 percent, in this example.
The availability ratios are unbiased (expected to
average neither greater nor less than the true
average). An example of estimating the avail
ability levels and Q.. is contained in table 5b.

A linear regression of i* on 1 yields a q of .245,
and a Qof .00511. The true q is .2, and if the mean
i is taken as the ~*, or .526, Q is .00593.

The estimates q*=.245, ~*=.526, r*=.75, and
}=55, yield an estimate of Q.. of .00720. The true
Q.. was .01000. Note, however, that the true
q=.2, ~=.513, r=.73, and f=55, yield a Q.. of
only.008001

The actual i corresponding to a constant r of
73 percent, with q=.2, at 1=55, is.i=.57. That
is, the process of taking ~ and] as coordinates of a
point on the locus of i with r constant at 73 percent,
does not give the exact Q.. that was used with the
r not constant, even though its mean was 73
percent. This implies that the procedure of
estimating Q.. suggested above is biased. In this
example r was fluctuating widely, yet the estimates
of it were not far wrong. I have not attempted
to get an unbiased estimate of Q.., but the pro
cedure I chose gave fairly close estimation. In
applying these procedures to observational data,
then, one should keep in mind that the tolerance
of the estimates of such things as r, Q.., and q
cannot be computed from the theory given in this
paper. The accuracy of estimation in the preced
ing example has been shown to be fairly good, and,
in this example, r was varying a great deal. One
can expect similar accuracy of estimate in problems
where r is varying over a similar range. If there

1.50
.67

1.50
.67

1.50
.67

1. 50
.G7

1.50
.67

1.50
.64

1.53
.64

1.57
.63

1.62
.63

1.68
.62

f=ftshing effort
p.=instant3neous fishing-mortality rate= Qa/
i.=instant:meous total-mortality rate=p.+q
B.=-survival rate, annual,=e-••
T=avsilahility level
,=survival rate, annual, in total populatiou=r'.+80(l-T), where: .-sur

vival rate, annual, in unftshed population=e-I

"-available population survivslrate, annual,=, <*)
i=inst.'lntaneous total-mortality rate in toL'l1 popuIation= -log. (,)

j·-instantaneous taL'll-mortality rate in avail.'lble popuIation=-log. (,.)

Year L .
Year 2 . a a._

Ye.....r 3. __ . ._
Year 4 ._. • _.
Year 5 ._. _. .. _
Year 6 . . .. __
Year 7 • ••• •• __
Year 8. . .. _. _
Year 9 . .• __ • _
Year 10 • •• ._. __

TARLE 4a.-Cornputation of mortality rates for given fishing
effort and availability level, with constant natural-mortality
rate and fishing-effort-unit efficiency

Constsnts{Q·=O.Olq=O

f P. i. '. T I-T , ," i j'
- - - - - - - - --

Year 1________ • ___ 10 0.1 0.1 0.90 40 60 0.1160 1.44 O.M -0.37Year 2________ • ___ 20 .2 .2 .82 60 40 .892 .59 .12 .53Year 3____________ 30 .3 .3 .74 40 60 .896 1. 34 .11 -.29Year 4____________ 40 .4 .4 .67 60 40 .802 .54 .22 .61Year 5____________ 50 .5 .5 .61 40 60 .844 1.27 .17 -.24Year 6____________ GO .6 .6 .55 60 40 .730 .49 .31 .71Year 7. ___________ iO . i .7 .50 40 60 .800 1.20 .22 -.18Year 8____________ SO .8 .8 .45 60 40 .6iO .45 .40 .80Year 9____________ 90 .9 .9 .41 40 60 .764 1.15 .27 -.14Year 10. __________ 100 1.0 1.0 .37 60 40 .622 .41 .47 .89

__________I.__i,_I__,,_ (T,/T,) "~
0.04 0.9G1
.08 .923
.13 .878
.17 .844
.21 .811
.25 .779
.30 .741
.34 .712
.38 .684
.42 .657

TARLE 4b.-Estimation of the change in availabil-ity level
from regression of i* on f

i'=polnts on regression line corresponding to given f. and assuming IJ
to be zero

,'=estimate of, (from rcgression)=e-i '
(T2/T,)'=estimMe of (ro/T,)=,'/,'
(To/T,)=ootu81 availability level ratio

Example 3 (see table 4 and fig. 4):

(a) Availability at .beginning of each year
varying-alternating from 40 to 60 percent in
successive years.

(b) No natural mortality. .
The limit of a is 50 percent, although it would vary
from 60 to 40 percent each year when .1=+ co.

In this example I have computed the 8* series:
these figures are those that one would obtain if he
had only the catch data from which to estimate
total mortality. Note that i* goes from minus
values to plus values, while of course i does not.
The variation in i is around ±0.1, but the varia
tion in i* is around ±0.51 Note that although
the variation in i* is about five times greater than
the variation in i, the regression of i* on], even
though straight, falls very nearly on what a
regression i on .1 would be. In fact, using i'
(the regression of i* on]) as estimates of i, when
processed to yield estinlates of r1/r2, give rather
accurate measw'es of this ratio.
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FIGURE 4.-Instantaneolls total-mortality rate and effort, from example 3 in text.

is a trend of r on I, the estimation will be less
accurate than if r is varying at random withj.

Briefly, with less than full availability the re
gression of 8* onf will not be linear, but a curve
an exponential with negative e.'l:ponent-and will
have an asymptote (limit). The intercept will, as
with full availability, be an average rate of natural
mortality. Varying availability will produce ex
treme variation in 8*, but the locus of average 8*
for given effort will yield an unbiased estimate of
the- average natural-mortality rate, as well as an
estimate of the efficiency of a unit of gear as applied
to the total population, with average availability.

A first approximation to availability can be
obtained from a straight-line regression to the
data from which a second and better estimate can
be obtained, both of a series of ma.'l:imum-avail
ability levels and the efficiency (assumed constant)
of a unit of gear, on the available population.
Knowing this constant, estimates of the size of the
available population can easily be computed.

It is only necessary to divide the available
population by the availability level, to obtain the
total population. Since the availability estimates
are .maximums, the resulting total population-size
estimates are minimums.
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TARLE 5a.-Computation of mortality rates for given fishing effort and availability level,
constant natural-mortality rate and fishing-eff.ort-unit effit;ien~y

Constant.f Q.=O.Ol
"\ 11=0.2

with

I-fishing eftort
2l.=lnstantaneous flshlng·mortallty rate= Q.I
I.=lnstanteneous total·mortality rate=p.+11
,.=sorvival rate, annual,=-e-i •
r =avaUabUity revel
.-survlval rate, annual. In totel populatlon=r..+..(1-r), wbere: '.=survlval rate, annual,ln unflshed populatlon-~"'•

•"=avaUable population survival rate, annual,-' (?,)
I=lnstantaneous total·mortallty rate In total popwatlon= -Iog,(.)

I·=lnstentaneous tolBI-mortallty rate In avaUable populatlon=-Iog,(,·)

I P. I. •• r 1-r ••r ••(l-r) • •• I I·

----------------------
Year 1.___________ 10 0.1 0.3 0.74 70 30 0.52 0.25 0.77 0.82 0.26 0.20Year 2____________

20 .2 .4 .67 75 25 .50 .20 .70 .75 .36 .29
Year 3__ •________ • 30 .3 .5 .61 80 20 .49 .16 .65 .49 .43 .71Year 4____________ 40 .4 .6 .55 60 40 .33 .33 .66 .61 .41 .49Year 5_______·_____ 50 .5 .7 .50 55 45 .28 .37 .65 .59 .43 .53Year6____________ 60 .6 .4 .45 50 50 .23 .41 .64 1.02 .45 -.02Year 7____________ 70 .7 .9 .41 80 20 .33 .16 .49 .49 .71 .71Year 8__ •_________ 80 .8 1.0 .37 80 20 .30 .16 .46 .35 .78 1.05Year 9__ •_________ 90 .·9 1.1 .33 60 40 .20 .33 .53 .53 .63 .63Year 10._.________ 100 1.0 1.2 .30 60 40 .18 .33 .51 .51 .67 .67

TABLE 5b.-E8timation of the change in availability level
from regres8ion of i* on f

I'=polnts on regression line corresponding to given I, assuming 11=0.2
.'=estlmate of • (from regression) =e-"

(rolr,)"=estimate of (r,/r,) = ••,.'
(rolr,) =actual avaUabUity level ratio

r·=estimatlon ofr, from (r,/r.)·. Necessary t.o assume year of maximum
r· Is an r· of 100 percent (lull avaUability). The seveJ1!.1 1.·'s are

,.. _r";ac~:ore maximal

-------1---1---11---1------
Year 1.________ •________

0.26 0.77 1.06 1.07 78 70Year 2__________________ .32 .73 1.03 1.07 83 75Year 3__________________
.38 .68 .72 .75 86 80Year 4__________________
.44 .64 .95 .92 62 60Year 5__________________
.50 .61 .97 .91 59 55Year 6__________________
.56 .57 1.79 1.60 56 50Year 7_____________ • ____ .62 .54 .91 1.00 100 80Year 8__________________
.67 .51 .69 .75 91 80Year 9__________________ .73 .48 0.10 1.00 63 60Year 10____•• ___________ .79 .45 1.13 1.00 69 60

78 60

SUMMARY

The basis for a method of estimating population
size has been developed from four assumptions on
the nature of fishing and natural mortality. Those
concerning fishing can, if the reporting of catches
is sufficiently detailed, be relieved. The assump-

tion that natural mortality is constant is not
crucial, since it has been shown that, for the levels
of fishing intensity considered, variation in level
of natural mortality has little effect on estimates of
availability and therefore of population size. One
cannot ignore variation in natural mortality, of
course, but it is not difficult to explore the conse
quences of its variation in applied examples.

The extent of the range of fishing effort in the
data to which one would apply this method is
important. The greater the range, the more
accurate will be the population estimates. If the
range of effort is small, but at a high level (total
mortality high), then one can still apply the
method, by assuming several different, though
reasonable, rates of natural mortality. This
results in a range of population estimates that
would be as likely to be true as the assumed
natural-mortality rates are likely to be true.

The effect of availability, and how to recognize
it, has been developed and illustrated.

THE METHOD APPLIED TO THE SARDINE FISHERY

SOURCE OF DATA

Clark and Daugherty (1950 and 1952) give
catch per unit-of-effort data for the three major
ports of sardine landings in California. To arrive
at a catch per unit-of-effort figure that will repre
sent ·the total population fished at all three ports,
these data· must be pooled. Sinc,e the fishery. of
two northern ports, San Francisco and Monterey,

occupies an area similar to that of the operation
out of the southern port, San Pedro, I have divided
the entire fishery into two parts that are approxi
mately equal in area. The catch per unit-of-effort
from the two northern ports, then, measure one
unit of the population jointly. That is, the catch
per unit-of-effort from either of the northern
California fleets should measure the relative
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FIGURE 5.-Instantaneous total-mortality rat.e and fishing effort, with variable level of availability. See text, example 4.

average-population size in the northern area.
Therefore, I have averaged the catch per unit-of
effort from t,hese two ports, taking the ratio of the
sum of the catches at the two ports to the sum of
the efforts at the two ports. The resulting figure
should be added, unweighted, to the catch per
unit-of-effort at San Pedro to give a catch per
unit-of-effort figure for the combined ports that is
pertinent to this population study.

Table 6 contains the data necessary to the
derivation of the total catch per unit-of-effort
figure, which appears in column 11. The total
cat.ch is in column 12, and t.he effective effort for
use in a population model is in column 13.

802822-114-8

To'compute a measure of total'mortality, one
must know the relative population size of a specific
group of fish in at l~ast.2 periods-in this fishery,
2 successive years. A specific group of fish
would be an individual year class or a group of
year classes. The catch per unit-of-effort of
each of the year classes aged as 1 ring (second
year of life) through 6' rings, for each ~f the two
areas, and their total, is contained in table 7.

. The total catch per. unit-of-effort for all year
classes (column 9, table 7) was separated into
that for the individual year classes by -reference
to the age· composition of the ·sardine catch off
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TA8LE 6,-Computation of California catch per unit-of-effort

(1) Effort
.. .... Catch Catch per unit·of·effort I (12) (13)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Total Total
California

Season California effective
Monterey San Fran· Northern Monterey San··Fran· Northern Southern Northern Southern Total catch effort

cisco California cisco California California California California California
---------------------------

193H3.•••••__••• __ ._•• ____ •__ 205.2 133.4 338.6 496 366 862 509 2, 546 2,045 4,591 1,371 299
193:h'l4.•••_.______ ••••••__ •_•• 351.3 165.6 516.9 830 490 1,320 790 2,554 2, 829 5,383 2, 110 392
1934-;15..•••_•••••_.___••••____ 343.0 209.1 552.1 1,345 927 2,272 1,225 4,115 3,239 7,354 3,497 476
1935-36..••" ___ •__•• ____••____ 389.3 277.3 666.6 1,118 1,237 2, 355 1,053 3,533 2,441 5,974 3,408 570
1936-37.••• __ ••____•• ____••__._ 410.2 518.0 928.2 l,Ti3 2,232 3,505 937 3,776 1,725 5,601 4,442 807
1937-38••__ •••___•_______••• ___ 447.5 542.0 989. 5 725 1, 196 1,921 867 1,941 1,276 3,217 2,789 867
1938-39••__• ___•••__•••____•__ • 497.7 620.3 1,118. 0 1,513 1,732 3,245 1,437 2,903 1,983 4,886 4,683 958
1939-40.•__" ._••• __ •_.__ •••••_ 603.6 440.2 1,043.8 1,721 1,544 3,265 863 3,128 1,487 4,615 4,128 894
1940-41.•• __••___ •____ ••___._._ 563.8 226.8 790.6 1,424 886 2, 310 1,712 2,922 2,350 5,272 4,022 763
1941-42.•_.__• ___._••___••_. __• 706. 5 294.0 1,000.5 2,378 1,441 3,819 1,524 3,817 1,984 5, 801 5, 344 921
1942-43._._. __•__._•• ___•••____ 538.7 213.1 751.8 1,337 732 2,069 1,920 2, 752 2, 622 5,374 3,988 742
1943-44._____ ••_____ •__'" _C·._. 588.8 234.0 822.8 1,496 717 2,213 1,241 2,690 1,498 4,188 3,453 8241944-45.__ •___•____••_•__ • _____ 701.2 437.0 1,138. 2 1,652 692 2, 344 1,466 2, 059 2,147 4,206 3,810 906
1945-46_.__• ____••_••• __ •_•____ 733.2 353.7 1,086. 9 895 454 1,349 1,444 1,241 1,930 3,171 2,793 881
1946-47•••••___••___ •••__ ••___ • 639.1 _.._.. ------ 639.1 187 ---------- 187 1,688 293 1,269 1,562 1,893 1,212
1947-48.•__" _••••__••___ ••, ••• 639.9 - .. - .. - ..---- 639.9 131 _.. _--- .. --- 131 792 205 558 763 927 1,215
1948-49.___••••__ •____ •___.,_._ 539.2 --- .. ----- .. 539.2 475 ---------- 475 1,004 880 1,221 2, 101 1,493 711
1949-50.•••••••_,,_,___• __ ._••_ 461.2 -- .... ---_..... 461.2 937 ---------- 937 1,698 2,055 2, 172 4,227 2, 757 652
1950-61.____•••__._•• __••• __••• 774.3 --- ... ------ 774.3 271 --....------ 271 2, 319 350 1,378 1,728 2,590 1,499

the Pacific coast for the seasons 1941-42 through
1951-52, as given by Felin and Phillips (1948);
Mosher, Felin, and Phillips (1949); Felin, Phil
lips, and Daugherty (1949); Felin, Daugherty,
andPinkas(1950and 1951) ;Felin, Anas, Daugherty,
and Pinkas (1952). I used the seasons' total "age

composition of the catch"from the ports concerned.
For the seasons 1932-33 through 1937-38, I
used the season's total age composition from the
ports of Monterey and San P(ldro, as reported by
Eckles (1954). Age data for the three seasons,
1938-39, 1939-40, and 1940-41, are not available.

TA8LE 7.-Age composition of California catch per unit-of-effort, 1932-38 to 1950-51
[The sum of the catch per unit-Df-effort In the two separate areas, northern California and southern California]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Total catch
Season O-ring l-ring 2-rlng 3-ring 4·ring 5-ring O-ring per unit-Df·

effort

193H3:
North••____ •__ •___ •• __ • _. _.•••_______._._•__ •_•••_ .._....--------

--··---26~3-
187.5 670.0 706. 5 424.5 223.2 2,546

South_ ••_. _._ •• ____ •__••_•___ •___._._.___••__ •••__ ---------- ..- 141.0 867.5 761.9 176.5 49.2 2,045

Total•• ______ •• __•••••••__ •••____•__ •••_., •• _____ ---_....._-- ...... 26.3 328.5 1,546.5 1,468.4 601;0 272.4 4,591

193:h'l4:North••_. _••__•__•__ •____.,___••__••_•___•________
--- ..------..... 31. 9 439.1 408.8 463.2 426.5 291.5 2,554Bouth•••••_. _•___ ._._•______ •_._ ' ___••__________ •• --- ..-------- 268.1 472.5 320.3 436.4 499.9 329.4 2,829

Total••_. ____•__••••••••_••••_. __•_••_____• __• ___ ------------ 300.0 911.6 729.1 899.6 926.4 620.9 5,383

1934-;15:
North. __" _.__•••__•••••••••• ____ ._•• _____••__••__ ------------ 87.7 1,003.1 1,478.9 565.9 334.8 304.7 4,115
South_. _______•••••••••_••• _••___________ •••• _____ ---------- ..- 19.3 800.9 1,015.2 466.5 259.7 280.6 3,239

Total••_•••__•__•__ ••___ •• _••••• _____• _. _•••___._ ------------ 107.0 1,804.0 2,494.1 1,032.4 594.5 585.3 7,354

1935-36:
North_••,.____ ' __"_._••__••__•• ___ •• ________ •__ ._ ------- ..---- 66.8 510.1 1,596.8 730.9 229.7 334.6 3,533South_. __• ___ • ________________• __ ._.___•____••_. __

------------ _.. _---- ..--- .. 479.3 1,575.0 270.8 78.0 10.9 2,441

Total••••••__•••_•••••• __••_____.,_••_. _., __ •• __• - ....... --- ..---- 66.8 989.4 3,171.8 1,007.7 307.7 345.5 5,974

1936-37:
North. _._. _.__ •__•__••__••___ ••____ •_.,.__•• __• ___ ':"00 ______-- .. - 28.7 567.2 8113.4 1,283.9 675.0 197.8 3,776
Bouth•• ______ •••_'.'_._. _•___•__ .'_._.____" _.____ ------- ..-- .. - ----------- .. 26.4 361.0 972.0 329.5 19.3 1,725

Total__•••___ ••__._._____•• ___._.____._.___••• ___
-----------. 28.7 593.6 1,224.4 2,255.9 1,004.5 217.1 5,501

1937-38:
North••___ •___ •••_._. __ ._._•• __ •__•_•__ •_., _••_. __ 2.7 146.2 779.1 365.7 252.6 238.3 68.4 1,941
South••_._•••_•• '_" __•__ ." ___ •• __•••__._•• _.__ ._ 2.2 68.4 488.8 198.0 310.2 162.8 39.6 1,276

Total•••__ •___ •__• _. ___• __• _.___._•••__ •____ •___• 4.9 214.6 1,267.9 563.7 562.8 401.1 108.0 3,217

1941-42:

fo~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: --- ..- .. _.._.. _- 266.1 2,170.6 1,091.5 225.1 52.2 7.0 3,817
-_ .....------.. - 246.0 1,028.6 607.5 74.7 22.2 4.8 1,984

TotaL••• __ • _•• ____ ••_____ •_. ___ •__• _.__ •••••__••
------------ 512.1 3, 199. 2 1,699. 0 299.8 74.4 11.8 5,801
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TABLE 7.-Ags composition oj California catch psr unit-of-sffort, 1932-33 to 1950-51-Continued

[The sum or the catch per unlt-or-elfort In the two separate areas, northern OalUornla and southern Callrornla]

1~:7

(1)

Season

(2)

O-ring

(3)

I-ring

201.6
284.3

(4)"

2-rlng

(5)

3-rIng

(6)

4-rlng

(7)

5-rlng

(8) (9)

Total catch
6-rlng per unit-or·

effort

66.9
640.5

697.4

150.1
519.2

669.3

113.1
178.7

291.8

19.1
55.1

74.2

10.3
4.5

14.8

350
1,378

1,728

APPLICATION AND RESULTS

The first approximations (using catch per unit
of-effort) to 8* are in column 4 of table 8, using a
weighted mean of the survival rate of three year
classes in each pair of successive seasons as follows:

where A, B, and°are the catch per unit-of-effort
measures of the three year classes. The subscripts
refer to the age of each year class. This estimate
is a weighted mean-weighted to the catch per
unit-of-effort of the year classes as 3-, 4-, and 5
ring fish. This procedure gives more emphasis to
the younger fish, whose sample size is usually
larger. The variance of these age-composition

8* A 4+B5+Os
A 3+B4+Oa

estimates is usually inversely proportional to their
sample size, so the more reliable measures have
greater emphasis in this computation.

The cOITection factors, ali, are computed from
the 8' (the survival rates from the regression line),
and the cOITected 8* is in column 10.

In figure 6, the i*'s are plotted as ordinates,
and California effective effort as abscissae.
Clearly, the apparent efficiency, or effectiveness,
of a unit-of-effort varies widely. The physical
characteristics of the effort have been standard
ized in the process of computing catch per unit
of-effort (see Clark and Daugherty 1950). Any
variation in the total-mortality rate, then, must
be ascribed to variation in natural mortality or
in availability, or both. I shall describe the vari
ation in the one, holding the other constant, that
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TABLE S.-Estimation of total-mortality rate from the California catch per unit-of-effort
. . . in the available popl,lation

NI=sum of yesr class catch per unit ot eftort for 40, 5·, and 6-ring fish
N,=sum ofyesr class catch per unit of effort for 3',4,. ami 5- ring ftsh

NI
,:-e,t\mate of 'I-Nj
'·=estlmllte of '=-log.,·
f=ftshlng effort
('=estlmated i from regreBBlon of j. on,

(f'la) = (i'/l-r")

Ratlo=ratlo of (fla): (~lla)~
(a all

, ••=,. corrected for changing ftshlng effort--atter the first Iteration

(1)

Season

(3)

NI

(4)

,.
(5),. (6)

f

(7)

"
(8)

(f'la)

(9)

Ratio

(10)

,..
----·I---!I---I---------------------
193~"'3:L ••••_. • 3,615.9 0.677 0.390 299
1933-34.._. 2.446.9 2.555.1 .866 .147 392
1~5_._. • 2,212.2 4,121.0 .403 .910 476
1935-36________ 1.660.9 4,487.2 .775 .252 570
1936-37__ 3,477.5 4,484.8 .239 1.430 807
1937-38__ 1,071.9 • ._ _ ._.... _ 867
1938-39 • __._. •__•• __ ._. _ 958
1939-40. •• ... • _•• ... _ 894
1940-41 • .... .___ 763
1941-42________ 2,073.2 .597 .514 921
1942-43 1,238.5 3.500.0 .491 .711 742
1943-44 •__• 1,719.1 2,780.7 .477 .740 824
1944-45._______ 1,325. 9 2,118.5 .396 .923 906
1946-46 • 839.1 1,685.8 .105 2. 250 881
1946-47_... •• 177.6 474.5 .249 1.390 1,212
1947-48________ 118. 3 239.2 .398 .922 1,215
1948-49 • 95.1 297.9 1.756 -.563 711
1949-50________ 523.2 1,631.6 .233 1.453 652
1950-51._______ 380.8 • • • • • 1,499

O. 343 I. 183 1. 046 O. 708
• 439 1. 237 1. 042 •902
•527 1. 289 1. 043 •4aJ
•624 1. 345 1. 113 •863
•870 1. 497 1. 029 •246.933 1.540 • • ...

1.027 ... • _
.961 • ...._
.825 • • ...

.989 1.577 .924 .M2
•803 1. 457 1.036 •509
•888 1. 510 1. 034 . 493
•973 1. 562 •990 •392
.947 1.547 1. 151 , 121

1. 291 1. 781 1. 002 •249
1. 294 1. 785 •803 •320
.771 1.433 .974 1.710
•709 1. 396 1. 431 •3331.590 1.997 ..._

isInecessary to produce the observed variation in
estimated total-mortality rate. The correspond
ing population estimates will then be possibilities,
rather than estimates with known probability of
accuracy. The selection of any given set can only
be based on an individual's judgment of which
conditions most nearly describe the true history
of the population as regards its availability and
natural mortality.

POPULA.TION SIZE ASSUMING CONSTANT

AVAILABILITY

If the entire population is available to the effort
of the fishing fleet, then any variation in total
mortality rate, for given level of effort, must be
due to varia.tion in the rate of natural mortality.
Or if the level of availability is assumed constitnt,
variation in total-mortality rate must again be
interpreted as due only to variation in natuml
mortality rate. If one assumes full availability,
then the relation of instantaneous fishing mortal
ity, p, to fishing effort,f, is one of direct proportion:

p=Qj

If availability is assumed constant, at some
given level, say r., then the relation of instanta
neous fishing mortality to fishing effort is nearly

proportional-p being a little less than directly
proportional to f as f increases:

p=-log. [r.e-Qa'+(l-r.)]

In either case, the difference between the total
mortality rate, i, and the fishing-mortality rate, p,
must be interpreted as the rate of natural mor
tality, q. And in either case, variation in i, for
given f (with r assumed full or constant), implies
variation in q.

Table 9 contains the minimum natural-mortality
rates, under the hypothesis of full, or 100 percent,
availability (column ~). These rates are minimal
because the season of lowest relative natural
mortality, 1935-36, was taken as zero natural
mortality, and it could be no less. The corre
sponding total-population estimates (column 9)
are therefore also minimal. The seasonal, or per
centage, natural-mortality rate, if there were no
fishing, n, corresponding to q, is contained in
column 10. Since the estimated total-mortality
rate for th.e season 1948-49 is negative, there must
have been a change in availability between the
seasons 1948-49 and 1949-50-the availability
level in the later season being higher than in the
earlier. Under the hypothesis of no change in
availability, then, the season 1948-49 must be
omitted.
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FIGURE 6.-California fishing effort and the apparent instantaneous total-mortality rate.
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If the availability level is taken as constant, but
less than 100 percent, the necessary natural mortal
ity to produce the observed estimated total-mor
tality rate can easily be computed, for any given
level of availability. Table 10 contains the neces
sary natural-mortality rates, under the hypothesis
of constant availability at 50 percent. Table 11
contains the corresponding population si;les: the
available population, N a, in column 9, and the
total-population size, N, in column 10. Again,
natural mortality was assumed zero in the year of
relative minimum natural mortality, 1935-36.
The only major difference in the two situations
full availability or not-is that with less than full
availability, the exploitation rate, U, is necessarily
greater. The resulting natural-mortality rates,
even under two such different conditions of con-

stant availability, are nearly the same. The
population sizes resulting from the two situations
are also nearly the same.

The possibility of some or all of the variation
in total-mortality rate being due simply to varia
tion in the availability level can be explored.
Between 1948 and 1949 some change in availabil
ity must have taken place. A change from high
availability to low would result in an apparent
abnormally high total-mortality rate. So an in
crease in total-mortality rate as computed here
could result either from an increase in natural
mortality rate or from a decrease in the availability
level between the two seasons from which the
total-mortality rate was computed. Without an
independent measure of the natural-mortality
rate, and without a direct estimate of the avail.
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TARLE lO.-Computation natural-1Il.ortality rate under the
hypothelliB of constant availability at 50 percent, 1932-33
to 19.'i0-51

TARLE 9.-Estimated minimum-population size of fish. ~

rings and older, under the hypotheBis of full availability,
193~-fJ3 to 1950-51

POPULAT'ION SIZE ASSUMING CONSTANT

NATURAL-MORTALITY RATE

I would expect the distribution of a fish popula
tion, relative to a fishery, to change more readily
than the natural mortality in that population.
Having no really direct evidence of the level or
variability of nat,ural mortality, one must keep
its possible influence in mind in interpreting com
puted availability measmes. For example, I
would place more significance in an estimated
large change in availability than in a small one,
when natural mortality was assumed constant.
This is, of comse, a subjective qualification
an opinion-and not evidence.

Since the rate of natural mortality is unknown,
I have computed several sets of availability meas
ures, each based on a different but possible con
stant rate of natmal mortality. Generally, the
higher the true average rate of natural mortality,
the less variable are the computed availability
measures. That is, the possible range of percent
age variation in i to be expected from a given
change in availability is less, the higher the level
of natural mortality assumed. The reason for
this, intuitively, is that natural mortality takes
place in both the available and unavailable pop
ulation, and the higher it is, the less will be the
effect of the fishing mortality on the total-mortal
ity rate, regardless of the level of availability.

The following computations will rest on the
assumption that natural' mortality is constant.
The procedure has been outlined in previous
sections.

First estimates of the ratio of the availability
level between successive pairs of years for three
assumed constant natural-mortality rates are in
columns 5, 8, and 11 of table 12. Taking these
ratios, a series of maximum-availability levels is in
columns 6, 9, and 12. These are maximal, since it
is necessary, of course, to assume that in some one
year the entire population is available. In these
data, there are two periods where this assumption

ability change, one must ascribe the variation in
total-mortality rate to a change in either or both
of these factors.

Having described the necessary change in nat
mal mortality under the hypothesis of constant
availability, I shall now consider the necessary
changes in availability level, under the hypothesis
of constant natural mortality.

(10)

N

(6)

(9)(8)

C

Percent
O. 345 O. 264 23

.103 .004 0

.868 .744 52

.147 0 . 0
1.407 1.206 70

-------~595· -···---~369- -·-·------3i
.675 .487 39
. i07 .501 39
.938 .713 51

2. 112 1.895 85
1.390 1.100 67
1. 139 . 855 57..on

'-"--i~ioo- '-'---'~933- 61

0.081
.099
.124
.147
.201
.214
.233
.221
.191
.226
.188
.206
.2"..3
.217
.284
.284
.180
.167
.335

299
392
476
570
807
867
958
894
763
921
742
824
906
881

1.212
1,215

711
652

1,499

(1)

(I)

Billion, Billion, BIUion,
1932-33_. 299 O. 168 0.264 0.432 0.351 O. 137 1.3 9. 5 19.0
1933-34.. 392 • 220 .004 .224 .201 • 197 2.0 10.2 20.4
1934-35__ 476 .267 .744 1. 011 .636 .168 3.5 20.8 41.6
1935-36__ 570 .320 0 .320.274.274 3.4 12.4 24.8
1936-37_. 807 .453 1.206 1.659 .810 .221 4.4 19.9 ,,9.8
1937-38.. 867 .487 •• __ •• •• _. • ••• _ ._ •• __ • ._. __
1938-39__ 958 .538 . •• • ._•• ._ ._ •• • • _
1939-40__ 894 .502 • • • •• _ •• _•• ~ .,. __
1940--41._ i63 .428 • •• •. • ••__ .,. __
1941--42__ 921 .517 .369 .886 .588 .343 4.8 14.0 28.0
1942--43__ 742 .417 .487 .904 .595 .274 3.7 13.5 27.0
1943-44__ 824 .463 . SOl .964 .619 .297 3.0 10.1 20.2
1944-45_ _ 906 . 509 .713 1. 222 .705 . 294 3.4 11.6 23.2
1945-46__ 881 .495 1.895 1. 390 .751 .267 2.6 9.7 19.4
1946--47. _ 1,212 . 680 1. 100 1. 786 .832 .317 1.1 3. 5 7.0
1947-48.• 1,215 . 682 .855 1.537 .785 .348 .6 1.7 3.4
1948--49.. 711 .399 _•• •• _. 1.0 • •• _
1949-50_. 652 . 366 .933 1. 299 .727 .205 2.5 12.2 24.41950-51_.1.499 .842 • • 2.6 • •• _

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Season! Mini-.p. mum q I. a. 'Us

------------------------

TARLE n.-Estimated minimum-population size of fiBh 2
rings and older, under the hypotheBis of conBtant availability
at 50 peicent, 1932-33 to 1949-50

193:H3 • __ ._
1933-34••• _•• __
1934-35••• _••••
1935-36••• _••••
1!1.~6-.~7.. _
1937-38••• •
1938-39_. ._
1939-40 •. _
1940--41..._. __ •
1941-42 •
1942--43__ •• _•••
1943-44 •__ ••
1944-45 • _
19·15--46. _
194tl-47 •__ ••
1947-48. __ • •
1948--49. _
1949-50_. __ •• _.
1950-51•• __ ••••

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Season ! 11 Minimum
_____I~----.--_. 1__..:.'1__

1

71
__

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Beason ! Q! I MIni- m u C N 71mumq
---------------------

BUllon, Billion, Percent
1932-M•• 299 0.077 0.345 0.268 0.292 0.065 l.a 20.0 23
1933-34__ 392 .101 .103 .002 .098 .096 2.0 20.8 0
1934-35__ 476 .123 .868 .745 .580 .082 3.5 42. 7 53
1935-36__ 570 .147 .147 0 .137 .137 3.4 24.8 0
1936-37__ 807 .208 1.407 1.199 .754 .112 4.4 39.3 70
19.~7-38._ 867 .224

--~--~ ----- -- ---_ ...- ____ a. -------- -------. --------1938-39_. 958 .247 --.... ------- ------ ----- . --._---- -------. --------1939-40.• 894 .231 ------ --- ..-.. - ------ ------ -------- -------. ------- .
1940--41.. 763 • 197 --_.- -- ---_. - --_ .. - -------- -------- --_.----
1941-42•• 921 .238 .595 .356 .448 .180 4.8 26.7 30
11142--4a.. 742 .191 .675 .484 .491 .139 3.7 26.6 38
1943--44_. 824 .213 .707 .494 .S07 .153 3.0 19.6 39
1944-45_. 906 .234 .936 .702 .608 .152 3.4 22.4 SO
1945-46__ 881 .227 2.112 1.885 .879 .094 2.6 '0.7 85
1946-47._ 1,212 .313 1.390 1.077 .751 .169 1.1 6.5 66
1947--48__ 1,215 .313 1.139 .826 .680 .187 .6 3.2 56
1948--49__ 711 .183

i~ioo- '-~932' -~iii2-
1.0 -----_ .. - "0"

1949-SO_. 652 .168 .667 2.5 24.5 61
1950-51.. 1,499 .387 ------ ------- ._---- ------ 2.6 ---.--- .. --------
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,.=,•• from previous tables
1=lIshlng e1fort

,':=.to/- I .

,'I,·=estlmate of ("I,,)
,·-maximum cslJmate of the availability level, ,

TARLE 12.-Estimation of availability level, for various assumed rates of natural mortality and corresponding estimated total
mortality in the total population

{
q=o, 0=.001036

For q=0.2, Q= .0007i2
q=0.4, 0=.000508

(1)

Season

(2)

,. I
(4)

"

q=O

(5) (6)

,.
(7)

"

q=0.2

(8)

s'llS·

(9l

,0
(10)

"

q=0.4

(11) (12)

,0
-------------1---------------------------------------

::::::~~~: ::::::~~;: :::::~i:~:1
.463 .010 "73.8
· 425 .862 81.1
· 391 . 997 94. 1
.401 3.314 94.4
· 285 1. 145 28. 5
.284 .888 "24.0
.479 .280 28.0
· 5U9 I. 52IJ 1110.0

___ • ••••. __ .___ 65.4

1932-33•• __ • __ •••• •••••••• ••.. 0.708
1933-34 •••• •••• ._ .• .902
1934-35 • _•• • __ •••••• •_•• __ . 420
1935-36 •• _••••• ••••• •• ._ _ .863
1936-37. ••••• _. .••••• • __ . 246
1937-38. • __ ••• ••••••• _. • __ .••• _
1938-39_ •• _. __ •••• •••••••• __ • •__ ••• • _
1939-10_ •••• ••• • ••••••• •••• _
1940-41. __ •• •• •••• _•• ••• . _
1941-42__ ••• •••• •• .____ __ .552
1942-43 •• __ • • __ ••••• _.• ___ .509
1943-44__ • _. •• _. ._ •••• ___ _ .4\1:1
1944-45 •• •• _. ., __ ••• ___ _ _ .392
1945-46 •• • •••••. ____ _ • 121
1946-47 •• ••••• • __ ._ •• ____ __ _ .249
1947-48 ., ••• • __ • _•••• _. __ _ .320
1948-49. •. ••• • ••• __ .___ 1.710
1949-50. •••• •• • • _•• __ _ .333
1950-51 •• __ •••• •• • •• __ •• __ .•• •

299
392
476
570
807
867
958
894
763
921
742
824
906
881

1,212
1,215

711
652

1,499

0.734 1.037
.66l\ .738
.6ll 1.455
.553 .641
.434 1.764

71.4
68.9
93.3
64.1

100.0
53.6

0.650
.605
.567
.527
.439
.419
.391
.411
.454
.402
.462
.4.'3
.407
.415
.321
.320
.473
.495
.257

0.918 50.9
.671 55.4

1.350 82.5
.611 61.1

1.785 100. 0
56.0

-·---:728- ···--58.-ij-
.908 79.7
.878 87.8

I. 038 100.0
3.430 96.3
I. 289 28. 1
1.000 21. 8
.277 21.8

1.486 78.7
5.'.0

0.576
.549
.526
.502
.445
.4;)2
.412
.426
.455
"420
.460
.441
.423
.428
.31\2
.362
.41;7
.481
.313

0.814 36.1
.609 44.4

1.252 729
.582 58.2

I. 809 100.0
55.3

·----~76i- -----·iii~ii

.904 SO. 9

.895 89.5
1.079 100.0
3.537 92.7
I. 454 26.2
1.131 18.0
.273 15.9

1.444 58.2
40.3

;=68.3 ;=64.4 r=59.4

Estimates of the total-population survival rate
were eomputed from data on the age composition
of the commercial catch of Pacific sardines in
California and from the eatch per unit-of-effort
of the fleet, for the period 1932-33 through
1950-51.

TABLE l3.-Computation of Q. for llarious assumed natural
mortality rates (q), and the corresponding average fishing
effort, average total-mortality rate, and average 71taximum
esti1llate-of-availability level

constants{j=758 •
j·=.785. ,°=.456

i'°=~stimate of;:, f,om previous tBbl~s

[
;._(1-;:0),.]

-log, ".8

Q.·=cstlmatcd constant flsbing effort unit emcien~y= _' •
.f

SUMMARY

is necessary, sinee the series is broken from 1937-38
to 1941--42.

Now the value of Qa can be eomputed by

I [
-_8------:::'8,,=-=(1_1')-'..7']oge -

7' 8"

j

I have assumed several differont possible values for
q and shall compute the stock-size series for each
as being possible. If q be taken as 0.2, and with
I=.785 and J=758, and r=6.5 percent, Qa takes
the value 0.00151. Computation of Qa for the
three levels of natural mortality are in table 13.
The computation, from previous sections, of the
adjusted r, is in table 14, and the computation of
the available and total stock-size series is in table
15. These total-stock-size estimates are mini
mums, but have considerable possible variance,
since the estimates of availability are not precise.
They simply suggest the general order of the stock
size in the past, under the hypothesis of eonstant
natural mortalit,y.

Q.-- - --. - _. - ---- -. -- .. - -. _•. , _.. - -- - --"f* ~ ._. _. . __
Q•• • ._ •• __ •M._ ~ _
8 •• __ ~ _. • • ._. __ •• __ ~ _

q=O

0.001036
•r,s3
.002098

1.000

q=0.2

0.000772
.6H
.001533
.8187

q=0.4

0.000508
.594
.001018
.6703
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TARLE 14.-Estimation of availability level, from availability-corrected estimates of survival rate, corresponding to various
assumed natural-m,ortality rates

(1) q=O q=0.2 q=0.4.

Season
(~)

"

(3)

,'/,.
(4)

Maximum
T

(5)

"

(6)

,'/B·

(7)

Maximum
T

(8) (9)

,'/,.
(10)

Maximum
T

O. 566 O. 799 33. 9
· 540 . 599 42. 4
.517 1.231 70. 8
.496 .575 57.5
.447 1.817 100.0
.437 •• 55.0
.422 __ .. _. ~ .. _.. _
.432 • . __
.455 • • _
.428 .775 63.0
.459 .902 81.3
.444 .901 90.1
.430 1.097 100.0
· 434 3. 587 91. 2
.388 1.558 25.4
.387 1.200 16.3
· 465 . 272 13. 5
.477 1.432 49.6
.359 _. ._ .• _ 34.6

;=57.8

O. 624 O. 881 43. 6
· 580 . 643 49. 5
.545 1.298 77. 0
.512 .593 59.3

.. 444 1.805 100.0.431 55.4
.413 _
.426 _
.455 . __ .• .

.420 .761 61. 5

.461 .906 80.8
· 440 . •892 89. 2
· 4~2 1. 077 100.0
· 428 3. 537 92. 9
· 373 1. 498 26. 3
.373 1.166 17.6
.468 .274 15. 1
· 485 1. 455 55. 1.344 .______ 37.8

;=50.1

53.9
56.0
81.8
60.6

100.0
55.5

0.963
.685

1.350
.606

1.801

-------~754- -------60~8-

.906 SO. 6

.890 89.0
1. OR9 100.0
3.512 93.5
1. 486 26.6
1.156 17.9_'~~~~~.I ~J

;=61.7

0.682
.618
.567
.523
.443
.428
.409
.421
. 455
.416
.461
.439
.419
.425
.370
.370
.471
.491
.346

1932-,'13 •• • •
1933-34 • __'. . _
1934-35. • • • •
1935-36 • ••
1936-37 • •__
1937-38 . •_•• • _. ._. __
1938-39.__ .. • • _
1039-40 . __ .•_
1940-41.__ • ••• _._
1941-42. . • • • _
1942-43. .• •__ • • _
1943-44. • __ • • _
1944-4.';.. • • • _
1945-46 • . _
1946-47 ••• •
1947-48 • •
1948-49 • , . _
1949-50 • __ ._. ..•• _
1950-51. ••• • _

1----1----1----1---·1----1----1----1----1----

TARLE 15.-AHnimal estimates of population size, available and total, for Val'iOUB ass'umed rates of natural mortality

0= Calltomla catch In billions of fish 2 rings and older
u.=estlmated rate of exploitation In available population= Qaf(f).
N.=Califomla available population size In billions of fish
N=mlnlmal estimate of total population In billions of fish

(1) (2) q=O q=0.2 q=0.4

Season o
(3)

u.

(4)

N.

(5) (6)

Maxi· Minl-
mumT mumN

(7)

u.

(8)

N.

(9) (10)

Maxi· Mini·
mumT mumN

(11)

u.

(12) (13) (14)

Max!· Mini·
mumT mumN

-----_.\-------------------------------------------
1932-33_____________ 1.3
1933-34_____________ 2.0
1934~15 • ._ 3.5
1935-36. __ • • • 3.4
193rJ-37 • .__ 4.4
1937-38 ._____ 2.6
1938-39 _
1939-40 • _
1940-41. _
1941-42•• 4.8
lY42-43 • 3.7
1943-44._.__________ 3.0
1944-45 .__ ___ ___ 3.4
1945-46 .___ 2.6
1946-47_____________ 1.1
1947-48_____________ .6
1948-49_____________ 1.0
1949-50 • • 2.5
1950-51..___________ 2.6
1951-52_____________ .9

0.465 2.8 53.9 5.2 0.336 3.9 43.6 8.9 .219 5.9 33.9 17.4
.560 3.6 56.0 6.4 .413 4.8 49.5 9.7 .275 7.3 42.4 17.2
.632 5.5 81.8 6.7 .475 7.4 77.0 9.6 .321 10.9 70.8 15.4
.698 4.9 60.6 8.1 .536 6.3 59.3 10.6 .369 9.2 57.5 16.0
.816 5.4 100.0 5.4 .656 6.7 100.0 6.7 .478 0.2 100.0 9.2
.838 3.1 55.5 5.6 .680 3.8 55.4 6.9 .408 5.2 55. 0 9.5
.866 _..------- .. ---------- ---_ .._--- .714 ----- .. ---- ---------- ---------- .529 ---------- .. _-------- .. _--------
.847 ---------. ---------- ----_ ..---- .691 ---------- ---------- ---------- .507 ---------- ---------- ----------
.708 -----Tii- -----OO~8- ------ii~2-

.636
------6~8- -----iii~5- ---------- .456 ---------- -----ii.1:ii- ------i4~8.855 .702 11.1 .518 0.3

.789 4.7 80.6 5.8 .628 5.9 SO.~ 7.3 .448 8.3 81.3 10.2

.822 3.6 89.0 4.0 .633 4.5 89.2 5.0 .481 6.2 90.1 6.9

.850 4.0 100.0 4.0 .696 4.9 100.0 4.9 .512 6.6 100.0 6.6

.842 3.1 93.5 3.3 .686 3.8 92. 9 4.1 .501 5.2 91.2 5.7

.922 1.2 26.6 4.5 .788 1.4 26.3 5.3 .608 1.8 25.4 7.1

.922 .7 17.9 3.9 .788 .8 17.6 4.5 .609 1.0 16.3 6.1

.7i5 1.3 15.5 8.4 .613 1.6 15.1 10.6 .435 2.3 13.5 17.0

.745 3.4 56.4 6.0 .582 4.3 55.1 7.8 .409 6.1 49.6 12.3

.957 2.7 38.3 7.0 .843 3.1 37.8 8.2 .676 3.8 34.6 11.0

The total-population size for each year was
estimated from the survival-rate data, under the
hypothesis of constant availability level. Varia
tion in estimated-survival rate for a given level
Qf fishing effort was therefore ascribed to the
necessary change in natural mortality. The
population-size estimates are nearly the same for
either the assumed full level of availability, or
for the assumed 50-percent level of availability.

The total-population size for each year was also
estimated from the survival-rate data under the
hypothesis of constant natural-mortality rate.
Variation in estimated-survival' rate for a given
level of fishing effort was therefore ascribed to
the necessary change in the level of availability
between successive seasons. The computation
was carried through for each of several possible
rates of natural mortality.
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NOTATION

a statistic: Estimate of a parameter.
a statistic: Estimate of a parameter.

'L _ _ _ _ _ _ total.
.f------- effective fishing effort.

Miscellaneous:
Q fishing effort efficiency, or constant

of proportionality between p and
j.

availability fraction.r _

Subscripts:
a _ available population (in fished

area).
'U unavailable population (i~ unfished

area).
L ______ total population.

Superscripts:

*

Population-numbers:
N ______ initial population.
0 catch.
D ______ deaths {rom all causes.

Annual mortality rates:
'U catch fraction (rate of exploita-

tion).
v natural death fraction.
a_ ______ total mortality fraction.
8 total survival fraction.
m fishing mortality (in absence of

natural mortality).
n natural mortality (in absence of

fishing).
Instantaneous mortality rates:

p fishing.
q natural.

APPENDIX

USING CATCH PER UNIT-OF-EFFORT TO MEASURE POPULATION SIZE

fraction of the population in an area fished is
caught, and the remainder is not caught. Let the
ratio of those caught, to the total before fishing
took place, be E. This fraction might be termed
the efficiency of fishing. Now as the gear be
comes filled with fish, let us say (a) the efficiency
of the gear stays constant, or (b) it decreases, in
direct proportion 8.s the ratio of catch to the
saturated catch. .

If n is the population in the fished area during
a very short period of time, dt, let the rate of catch
be:

for the fished area, say a, in time dt. Note that
the catch, dO, is directly proportional to the num
ber of fish in the area a. From this it follows that

the instantaneous density of catch, dO, IS
a

directly proportional to the density of fish in the

area, ~, and that the constant of proportionality
a

is E. These relations form the basis of using
fishery statistics to estimate fish-population size.

ESTIMATION

If a unit-of-effort operates within an area larger
than a, and wherein density of fish is uniform

Let a unit-of-effort be the operation of a unit of
fishing gear (net, hook, or trap) for a certain period
of time (hour, day, or month). If the gear chosen
is standard (constant), then the area of the fish's
habitat that the unit of gear fishes (or scouts) in a
fixed interval of time should be a constant area.
Further, if the gear strains or otherwise attracts
fish to it, and catches fish if they are within this
area, let us describe this catching power quantita
tively by noting that, for most gear, the more fish
in the area, the greater will be the catch, and the
fewer fish in the area, the smaller the catch.
However, if fish are extremely numerous, as they
may be, let us admit that the gear may become
filled with fish and stop being effective in catching
more. If the time during which the gear is thus
not fishing is recognized, that time could be de
ducted from the total fishing time and saturation
would not affect the reliability of the reported
catching time. Some gear, such as longlines and
gill nets, may vary in effectiveness with varying
densities of fish in the area fished.

To be entirely general, let us say that a unit-of
effort becomes fully saturated when the catch is
some contant, say 0.. When the gear contains no
fish, but is being fished, let us say the gear is
capable of taking some constant fraction of the
fish in the area that is being.fished-that is, some

(1) dO
(li=En

802822-114----4
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(equal), then the catch of that unit-of-effort con
stitutes a sample-usually a random one-of the
density of fish in that larger area. If we denote by
A the large area within which density is uniform,
and .by N the population size in that area, then:

N n
A=~

So, if a and E are constant, then the instantaneous
catch (per unit-of-effort) is directly proportional
to the standing population density. Of course, if
the area A is known, the product of dO and A gives
a measure of the relative size of the population
t.hat is sampled in the area A:

where [ (ak)A] is the constant of direct propor

tionality.
Now fishery data yield not measures of dO, but

of its int.egral, over some finite period of time, such
as a day, a week, or a year.

Taking some unit of time as a standard unit
that can be reported upon, the catch over that
unit of time, say 0, is often easily determined
for a fishery.

Now if several, say I, units of fishing effort
are operating in the area A at the same time,
then in the instant dt they are all fishing the same
population density, or size, in that area, if each
unit's efficiency is the same. This may .be
written

dO
(jf=f(En)

where each unit's E and a are equal.
Since

We then have

~~=(Qj)N

Following Ricker's (1944) notation, we may observe
that the proportion of N that is caught, instan
taneously, by a given number of effort units,
has been called p, in

dO
(jt=pN

Here, then, p= Qj, and Qis taken to be constant.
It is easy to show that if other causes of death,
termed natural, by q, are equal for any fish in the
population in an instant, then the total deaths, V,
occurring instantaneously are

dV
dI=(p+q)N

= (i)N

where

Whereupon
aO=p.No
~

where No is the population size at the beginning
of the period during which 0 is accumulated, and
ais (1-e-C).

Further,

O=pN

where N is the average population during the
period of time that 0 is accumulated, if p and q
are constant. .

Recall that

p-.QI,
so

O=QIN

so
dO=fE~N
dt A

Let us write Q for the constant of proportionality
of each unit of effort to its instantaneous catch
and the standing population size. That is, let

or

or

(2)

(3)

o 
y=QN
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Ordinarily, fishing gear will be operated such that

the factor [°'0, OJ is close to unity. With such

gear as trawls, it would probably always be unity,
but with gear such as longlines or gill nllts, it
would probably vary directly with the abundance
of fish (fish density). Generally such gear is
emptied as often as necessary to maintain its

ma."'{imum efficiency-that is, to keep [°'0, OJvery

close to unity.

If [°'0. OJ is maintained merely constant, on

the average, one may regard, say, E' as simply the

. CO-OJproduct of ----v:- and E, and consider E' as

constant, just as E is considered constant. Then
the results for equation 1 are the same as for
equation 4.

In equation 2 the catch per unit-of-effort is directly
proportional to the average population during

the period, while application of the factor (~)

gives equation 3, which states how catch per unit
of-effort can be directly proportional to the initial
population of the time period.

Note that here Q is constant and does not vary
even if I changes; however, if I changes from one
period to another, the factor (a·li) will change,
although a lesser percentage amount. To sum
marize, if I changes from one period to another,
Gil is directly proportional to N, while 011 is nearly
proportional to No and is directly proportional to

it if 011 be multiplied by (~}

Of course, if Q is known, Olf can be made to
measure the true population size. It is a major
problem of population-dynamics studies to deter
mine th,e value of Q. Now consider the alterna
tive to situation (1) in the opening section:

(4) dO . E [O.-OJ n
dt 0,
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